Fertilizer Attachments
For KMC and Other Implements

Your best buy in precision, high-quality fertilizer equipment!

Kelley Manufacturing Co. Tifton, GA 1-800-444-5449 www.kelleymfg.com
550-LB. Hopper Capacity:
Dual spout 550 lb. capacity hoppers molded from plastic/fiberglass. Spouts are cast iron for corrosion resistance. "Y" dividers available for splitting flow of fertilizer from each spout.

Precise, Accurate Calibration:
Output (from 75 lbs. to over 1,100 lbs. per acre depending on row spacing) is adjusted by loosening setscrews and moving special taper-design cast iron augers in or out of hopper boxes. Stamped reference numbers on augers serve as visual aid in selecting desired rates.

Two Drive Options:

Ground Drive:
- Features 23" ribbed tractor-type tire for positive traction.
- No. 40 roller chain is plated to resist corrosion.
- Down pressure spring adjustment.

Hydraulic Motor:
- Variable speed control to assist in calibration.
- For open or closed hydraulic systems.

Various Application Accessories:

Broadcast (Sidedress)

Deep Shank

Sizes For All Needs:
2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 row sizes available for side and narrow row spacings. Suitable for use on all KMC implements and many competitive implements.

Quality You Can Depend On:
Hoppers and drive components supported securely on a 2 1/2" sq. auxiliary toolbar clamped to main toolbar of implement with stout, heavy-duty brackets designed for 4x4, 7x4, and 7x7 toolbars.